Keeloq FOB Attack Lab
Objectives:
● Introduction to SDR recording
● Basic Signal Characteristics
● Waveform Analysis
● Identification of Rolling Code Signals
● Jamming Signals
● Rolling Code Interception and Replay

Background
Wireless communication is a very complex and deep topic that can encompass many volumes. As a
result, this background is going to provide information relevant to the lab so that participants understand
what they are investigating and reproducing at a basic level.
With regard to wireless communication, three types of modulation are typically discussed in a basic
communications course. In this context, modulation is the process of altering one signal with another to
convey information between communicating partners using the air as a transmission medium. The two
signals involved are the carrier signal and the information signal. The carrier signal is usually a sinusoidal
waveform that operates at a frequency that the sender and receiver must be tuned to in order to
exchange information.

The information signal is used, along with the rules of the modulation technique, to modify the carrier in
such a way that the original information signal can be recovered by the receiver of the modulated
waveform by demodulating (reversing the modulation process) the received stream. An example
information signal could be human speech.
The three basic transmission modulation techniques that are relevant to this lab are amplitude
modulation, frequency modulation, and phase modulation. Amplitude and phase modulation should be
familiar from the broadcast radio system. AM and FM radio are one application of these modulation
techniques.
Amplitude modulation uses the information signal to modify the amplitude of the carrier waveform.
Graphing the resulting waveform, the height of the peaks mimic the behavior of the input information
waveform. A depiction of this behavior can be seen below.

In contrast, frequency modulation uses the information signal to modify the frequency of the carrier
waveform. As a result, the modulated waveform appears to compress and decompress based on the
input information waveform. This behavior can be seen in the graph below.

The final transmission modulation technique is phase modulation. Many variants of phase modulation
exist. However, they all perform the same operation to transmit digital information. The phase of the
carrier wave is modified by the input information signal in order to form symbols that represent the digital
input stream. Phase modulation systems with more symbols typically lead to higher throughput and
better compression. An example phase modulation technique, Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) can be
seen below.

In the diagram above, the phase of the carrier wave is shifted by 180 degrees when a transition between
a logic one and a logic zero occur. In BPSK, the carrier wave is inverted at each transition.
Communication systems that have to transmit a small amount of data, like the one we explore in this lab,
use On-Off Keying. On-Off keying can be considered an extension of amplitude modulation where the
data waveform is digital and the carrier waveform is essentially turned on and off where transitions occur.

The target device in this lab employs AM OOK with Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). Pulse width
modulation is a technique to encode the On-Off Keyed signal to form symbols. The width of the pulses
and gaps are interpreted by the receiver to recover the transmitted data.

Overview
Many simple communication systems that we use for various purposes (doorbells, garage door openers,
key fobs, etc) employ Amplitude Modulated On-Off Keying with Pulse Width Modulation for
communication. Modern fob transmitters that are used for security purposes (garage door openers and
vehicle remote systems) employ a rolling code algorithm to protect the target devices from simple replay
or static key discovery attacks.

In general, rolling code systems must be synchronized so that the rolling code can be predictably
produced on the transmitter side and consistently verified on the receiver side. The synchronization
process is similar to setting the seed value on a two-factor authentication token. As long as the seed
value is known to the transmitter and receiver, future values can be accurately generated and validated.
However, on typical rolling code systems, the current valid key value is used to generate the next value
(or set of values). To compensate for transmissions that may be out of range of the receiver (like
accidental button pushes) the receiver generates a small list of values that the transmitter may send
which should be considered valid. If the transmitter exceeds the number of transformations in the valid list
while out of range, the two must be re-synchronized to set a matching seed value.
In this lab, we will explore an implementation of the Keeloq system. Keeloq describes a set of integrated
circuits developed by MicroChip Technology Inc. These components are used to implement rolling code
transmitter/receiver pairs for various purposes. We will demonstrate attacks against this system using the
following hardware and software:
●
●
●
●
●
●

HackRF One - A relatively inexpensive Software Defined Radio (SDR) capable of half duplex
transmit and receive operation within the range of 0-6GHz.
Rtl-sdr dongle - An inexpensive receive-only software defined radio.
Yardstick One - A sub-1GHz digital wireless transmitter device.
GQRX - An open source SDR receiver software.
Rfcat - An open source SDR transmitter software capable of generating an ASK OOK PWM
signal.
Audacity - An open source audio editing program that can be used to inspect the target
waveform.

Rather than attacking a remote entry system installed in an actual vehicle, we have purchased an
aftermarket kit that uses the same technology. The system is implemented on the breadboard located
near the lab workstation. Images describing the setup can be seen below.

The aftermarket kit is sold as a simple unit that runs off of 5V DC power. In a real vehicle, the pins that
power the LEDs would be connected to relays or microcontrollers which control the intended functions of
the vehicle. This setup uses six LEDs to identify operation of the device. Four LEDs correspond to the
four buttons on the key fob. The remaining two LEDs indicate learning mode operation and RF receive.

The learning mode LED will only illuminate when the learning mode pin is connected to ground.
Otherwise, normal operation of the device will cause the corresponding button LED and the RF receive
LED to illuminate simultaneously. Pressing each of the four buttons on one of the paired fobs will
illuminate the LEDs as seen below.

The amber LED on the left stoplight is the RF receive LED. The green LED on the left and all three LEDs
on the right represent the four buttons on the key fob.
Press all four buttons on the key fob to ensure that the LEDs illuminate in a similar manner.

Reconnaissance
With and understanding of the system under test, we can begin to consider attacking the system. The first
step in any well planned attack is reconnaissance. Typically, with an RF generating device such as this,
our first step would be to determine the FCC ID for the device and submit that value to http://fccid.io in
order to inspect the publicly available enclosures submitted with the device FCC license request.
Typically, this identifier is printed on the transmitter for the system. On other key fobs the FCC ID was
found inside the fob or attached to the key ring on a separate tag as seen below.

Submission the FCC ID from one of the example key fobs to http://fccid.io results in details for the fob
including the transmission frequency, internal photos, and circuit schematics.

The aftermarket transmitter does not have an FCC ID printed anywhere the device or within the case. As
a result, we must resort to other techniques to determine the characteristics of the system. This can
include stepping through candidate frequencies while operating the device to determine the transmission
frequency. Key fobs typically operate within the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) frequency bands

with a majority operating in the neighborhood of either 315 MHz or 433 MHz. As an alternative, we can
also disassemble the device to inspect its internals as seen below.

Inspecting the components on the internal circuit board, the central component that operates the device is
a MicroChip HCS200 integrated circuit. A Google search on this device reveals the datasheet that
engineers use to integrate the component into their designs.

This document describes the packaging, electrical characteristics, operating tolerances, breaks down the
transmitted data into its component parts, describes the code hopping technique, and the employed
synchronization technique.

Code Hopping and Replay Prevention Confirmation
This portion of the lab illustrates the code hopping feature through reception and decode of multiple
transmitted codes. After confirming that the system does in-fact employ code hopping, we will also
confirm that code replay does not result in execution of the targeted feature.

After logging onto the lab workstation using the credentials, open two terminal windows.
●
●

Username:
Password:

The RTL-SDR will be plugged into one of the computer USB ports while the YardStick One will be
plugged into another. These devices can be seen below for reference.

The RTL-SDR will be used to receive our transmitted signal and the YardStick One will be used to replay
the signal to confirm that replay attacks are not possible.
In the first terminal window on the lab computer, type “gqrx -r” to launch the GQRX receiver application.
Initially, the application will prompt for configuration of the I/O device. This is a consequence of using the
“-r” switch and allows the operator to configure the target device before initializing the radio to avoid
errors.
Ensure that the “Realtek RTL2838UHIDIR” device is selected and click OK.

After clicking OK, the GQRX GUI application appears. Since we were not able to determine the operating
frequency of the device from FCC ID reconnaissance or the component data sheet, we must determine
the operating frequency through observation.
The most common frequencies for these devices are 315 MHz and 433 MHz. As a result, we will tune our
radio to each frequency, click the button and monitor for a transmission. To tune the receiver, click on the
numbers in the large frequency display and change the reading to be 315.000 000 MHz as seen below.
This is easiest to accomplish by clicking the most significant digit and then using the arrow keys to modify
the frequency.

Next, click the power button on the far left side of the GUI toolbar to enable the radio. You should see the
signal appear and the FFT waterfall should turn yellow as seen below.

Next, select the FFT settings tab on the right hand side of the display and adjust the dB range parameter
to be about 75 dB. The display should turn blue and this will make it easier to distinguish the transmitted
signal from noise.

Finally, select the Receiver Options tab and set the mode to AM. This will demodulate the AM
transmission so we can observe the OOK PWM signal. As a side effect, we will also hear the pulses
generated by the transmitter as an audible signal.

With the receiver configured, press the “I” button on the transmitter fob. At 315MHz you should observe
that the corresponding LED on the receiver illuminates but there is no spike on the GQRX display.
Retune the radio to 433MHz and press the “I” button once again. At this frequency you will see a spike
appear on the left side of the frequency plot and a bright yellow and red line appear in the FFT waterfall
display. The output below is the result of several successive button pushes so the output can be seen
clearly.

After determining the rough location of the transmission frequency we need to fine tune the radio so that
the peak is aligned with the blue center frequency line in the display. The final frequency will be around
433.85 MHz as seen below.

After fine tuning the radio, press the button several times in succession. However, this time, click the
“Rec” button to record the demodulated waveform to a “WAV” file. The filename and path of the recording
are displayed in the status bar of the GUI and in the terminal window you launched GQRX from for
reference.

Next, use the launcher to open Audacity on the laptop and open the resulting “WAV” file using the File >
Open menu option. Choose the default import method when prompted and click OK. The waveform will
open looking similar to the display seen below.

The waveform above shows eight distinct button presses using the “I” button on the key fob. Next, we will
extract a single code transmission from each of the button presses present then analyze the result to
confirm that the code hopping technique is working.
Click in the signal editor area inside one of the pulse regions and press Ctrl + 1 until the signal looks like
the one seen below. The first image shows the pulse train zoomed in and the second shows a single
iteration of the key being transmitted to the receiver. The transmitter simply repeats the same sequence
over and over until the button is released. A second button press should produce a different code.

With each individual transmission there will be a sync word followed by the actual data stream that the
receiver is supposed to process. Zooming in further on a portion of the large pulse train, you should
recognize the Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) digital signal. This signal must be decoded into its binary
equivalent so that we can recreate the transmitted signal with the YardStick One. This is most easily
accomplished by trying to identify patterns both forward and backward within the signal.

If GQRX needs to be fine-tuned, the output in Audacity will resemble the following graphics.

Should your recorded waveform resemble these, or lack defined pulses in the Audacity output, re-tune
your GQRX to more closely match the transmitted frequency.
Looking at the waveform in Audacity, you should be able to pick out two distinct symbols. The first is a
long pulse followed by a short gap and the second is a short pulse followed by a long gap. After
preliminary pattern identification, you should read the signal forward and backward to make sure that are
no inconsistencies in transmission (i.e. short pulse short gap or long pulse long gap). A graphical
interpretation of a few of the observed bits can be seen below.

The pulses in this signal appear to be on the order of 25-33% duty cycle for a binary one and 66-75%
duty cycle for a binary zero. This means that the signal is being held high for that portion of the repeating
period of the waveform. This will become important when we attempt to recreate the waveform.
Rather than manually interpreting the full bit pattern and applying the process to multiple key presses to
confirm the rolling code pattern is effective, we will use the “ooktools wave binary” command to decode
the bit pattern from multiple key presses. Ooktools is a suite of tools for dealing with On-Off Keying bit
patterns. The “wave binary” tool will attempt to recover a binary pattern from the PWM signal.
To decode the bit pattern using ooktools, select the track name at the top of the window to the left of the
signal display and select the “Split Stereo to Mono” option.

After splitting the track into mono, highlight a single run of the PWM code as seen below and select File >
Export Selected Audio and save the file as “button1_1.wav”. Click OK when prompted for metadata to
describe the file.

In one of your terminal windows, run the command “ooktools wave binary --source button1_1.wav”. The
proper path to the WAV file must be provided in order for this to work. Output from this tool should
resemble the graphic below and confirm the manually derived binary code.

Repeat this process for a single run of the bit pattern in each of the individual button presses. For the
eight button presses included in the example signal above, the following code transmissions were
observed.

As seen above, the encrypted payload portion of the transmission does in-fact change with each
successive button press. To confirm that replay of any of the captured codes does not result in execution
of the identified button function, we will replay various codes using the script seen below.

This script configures the radio, expands the binary security key to an equivalent pulse width modulated
value, converts that value to an equivalent hexadecimal value, and transmits the key on the given
frequency using RFCat.
Execute this script by executing “python opensaysme.py”. The script will prompt for the transmission
frequency, baud rate, and key discovered while executing the previous portions of the lab.
During the first transmission, you should have GQRX running to ensure that the YardStick One transmits
at the appropriate frequency. If not, adjust the transmit frequency according to the observation in GQRX.
The transmitted signal should appear at the center frequency where the key FOB signal was recorded.
Use this method to transmit several of the observed keys. Does the corresponding LED illuminate?

Stolen Code Replay
Based on the information found in the data sheet for the HCS200 encoder that this system uses, any of
16 valid codes can be used to activate a given function until a valid code is submitted. Once a valid code
is received, a new code window is generated. If the transmitter drifts beyond the 16 code window
(typically due to out of range button presses), then the transmitter will still work but requires two
sequential correct code transmissions.

This means that if a code is captured while the transmitter is out of range, as long as it is replayed before
another valid code has been received, then that code will successfully execute the intended function on
the target device.
1. Click the “I” button on the transmitter and observe the corresponding LED illuminate on the
breadboard to ensure that the transmitter and receiver are synchronized.
2. Push the power button on the DC power supply connected to the breadboard to disable power to
the receiver.
3. Record a single button press using GQRX as previously accomplished.
4. Export a single iteration of the transmitted code using Audacity.

5. Recover the bit pattern of the key using the “ooktools wave binary” command.
6. Push the power button on the DC power supply connected to the breadboard to enable power to
the receiver.
7. Replay the stolen code using the Python script and observe the receiver response.
If the code replay is not successful, adjust the transmission frequency and/or baud rate to match the
transmitter. It is also useful to display the transmitted waveforms side by side to ensure that the preamble,
gap and transmission lengths are roughly equal in terms of time. This can be accomplished by recording
the transmissions separately. Open the first using audacity normally, then use the File > Import > Audio
menu option to import the second recording. Finally, zoom in on the transmitted waveform using Ctrl + 1.
If necessary, the “Time Shift Tool” can be used to align the two waveforms. With the tool selected, you
can just click and drag the track right or left. The “Time Shift Tool” menu option can be seen highlighted
below.

Transmitter Signal Jamming
Systems like Keeloq are designed for stable operation under extreme conditions. When deployed in a
vehicle, the ambient temperature (whether high or low) can affect the operating frequency of the oscillator
which provides timing for the microcontroller used to receive and decode transmissions. As a result, the
receiver is designed to listen with a wide pass frequency band.
This condition is exploited by devices like the roll jam to prevent the receiver from acknowledging the
code emitted by the transmitter. As a result, an attacker can record the code emitted from the transmitter,
ignoring the noise signal by filtering the jamming frequency, and store the value for replay as
demonstrated in the previous section of the lab.
When two signals are transmitted on or near the same frequency signal loss occurs. This is the
equivalent of two people talking at the same time. The receiver of the message does not know how to
interpret the data and instead ignores or discards the message. Some communication systems are
designed to be jam resistant. However, the Keeloq transmitter and receiver are not in that group.
This portion of the lab will use the RFJammer.py script to demonstrate that the Keeloq transmitter fob can
be jammed and that the jamming frequency does not need to be exact.
1. Ensure that the RTL-SDR and YardStick One are plugged into the lab computer.
2. Ensure that the Keeloq receiver is powered on and press the “I” button of the fob to ensure that
the transmitter and receiver codes are synchronized.
3. Start GQRX and tune to the frequency of the key fob as demonstrated in other portions of the lab.

4. Open a terminal window and change to the /opt/RFCatHelpers directory where the RFJammer.py
script is located.
5. Start the jammer by executing “python RFJammer.py -f [target frequency]”. The signal should
appear on the FFT waterfall display.
6. Push the “I” button on the transmitter and observe the response of the receiver.
7. Adjust the transmission frequency incrementally above or below the key fob center frequency.
8. Repeat until the receiver acknowledges the transmitter code. Ensure that between each jamming
session, you push the “I” button to keep the transmitter and receiver codes synchronized.
How far away from the key fob transmission frequency could you adjust the jamming signal before the
receiver acknowledged the transmitted code?

Cleanup
Please delete your saved WAV file and close all open application and terminal windows.
Thank you!!

